Knitting Noro: The Magic of Knitting with Hand-Dyed Yarns by Jane Ellison

Basic But Really Nice Patterns

Noro yarns are often called the “world’s most exciting yarns,” and their popularity is staggering. Each ball of this exquisite, multicolored yarn is individually dyed to produce a unique palette of vivid and subtle hues. No two balls are exactly alike.

In Knitting Noro, designer Jane Ellison presents more than 30 patterns to knit with Noro yarns. Designed to let the glorious colors of the long repeat variegated yarns take center stage, the garments are divided into six classic silhouettes with variations for each. From the Pullovers chapter, readers can make a striped sweater with ribbed details or a turtleneck sweater dress; from the Classic Jackets chapter, both a zippered hoodie and a long textured coat can be made.

From tanks to wraps, the patterns are accompanied by beautiful photographs and clear instructions. The figure-flattering shapes of these garments and the vibrant colors of the yarns are sure to make Knitting Noro a book that knitters of all skill levels will come back to again and again.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

I love what a lot of people don't like about this book - the patterns are really basic and I can see myself knitting just about any of them, letting the beautiful yarn do the work for me. I especially like the fact that there are 5 vest patterns in this book. I live in California and have always wanted to
knit something with Noro, but knew that I'd never be able to stand to wear it. Well, a Noro vest will be just perfect. The patterns all look like they will be easy to adjust as far as adding ribbing instead of a rolled edge or making them a little longer than the cropped looks they show.
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